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Abstract— Recent advancements in perception, control, and
planning have enabled single agents to partially explore un-
known complex environments such as caves, and mines. In
this work we exam the performance of a heterogeneous multi-
agent navigation stack developed by Team MARBLE from CU
Boulder as part of the DARPA Subterranean Challenge. The
heterogeneous team consisted of two wheeled Clearpath Husky
A200 vehicles and two quadraped Boston Dynamics Spot plat-
forms. Coordination between the robots was performed using
a mixture of autonomy and limited human supervision. We
analyze performance of the system at the final competition for
the DARPA SubT challenge and specifically look at areas where
autonomous coordination fell short and human intervention was
required. From this analysis we suggest future directions for
how to shift towards a fully autonomous solutions for decision
making in heterogeneous systems using contextual and semantic
information.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advancements in planning, control, and perception
have enabled robotic autonomy stacks capable of navigating
both structured and unstructured environments. The DARPA
Subterranean challenge (SubT) [1] was a three year long
effort designed to spark innovation in the technical areas of
autonomy, perception, networking and mobility for mobile
robot exploration [2]. The challenge was modeled within the
context of search and rescue and teams of robots needed to
explore unknown underground environments while searching
for objects that would indicate human presence. Specifically,
the primary objective of the mission was “looking” which
earned a point after each object was correctly identified
and a secondary objective “exploring” was to produce a 3D
volumetric map of the environment.

Under the “mobility” technical area, DARPA required
robots to traverse challenging obstacles such as constrained
passages, vertical shafts, steps, and mud. The variety of these
obstacles combined with the need to build out communica-
tion infrastructure for transmitting data both externally and
between robots necessitated the use of heterogeneous robot
teams. No single platform had both the terrain capabilities
and payload required to perform the entire mission.

Effective coordination amongst different robots is
paramount to efficiently exploring previously unknown areas
and completing the “looking” and “exploration” objectives of
the mission. Coordination was made especially difficult in the
SubT challenge due to a lack of a priori knowledge about the
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Fig. 1: Huksy A2000 (right) and Spot (left) configured for multi-agent
exploration at the SubT Final event.

environment, limited communication bandwidth and complex
environmental topologies. Robots were primarily required to
explore the environment fully autonomously with the excep-
tion of a single human supervisor who could issue alternative
commands when communications were available. In this
work we take a look at the different multi-agent decision
making approaches used by teams at the SubT challenge.
Specifically, we take a closer look at the effectiveness of
Team MARBLE’s solution.

Team MARBLE placed third at the final competition with
18 out of 40 artifacts located and 48% of the environment
explored. During the course of the 60 minute run the the
human supervisor only intervened five times across the fleet
of four robots. The rest of the time the robots managed
themselves using an internal decision making framework.
From our analysis we find:

1) The mission management system employed by Team
MARBLE enabled autonomous exploration in complex
subterranean environments with minimal human super-
vision.

2) Two critical interventions which lasted for 14 minutes
of the 60 minute prize run led to a significant increase
in exploration area. Despite the relatively limited
amount of human intervention, such intervention is still
required for peak system performance.

3) Future multi-agent mission management systems need
to be able to change system behaviors based on risk
assessments within the objectives of the mission.

4) Semantic information can play an instrumental role
in assessing a situation and this type of information
should be incorporated in future multi-agent coordina-
tion strategies.
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Fig. 2: Camera views of the foggy area (a) and the narrow passage (c). The maps for each area are shown in (b) and (d) respectively. The green lines
show the planning tree and the blue lines show perspective paths that are being evaluated.

Finally, we discuss potential research directions to over-
come these limitations and alleviate the need for human
supervision.

II. RELATED WORKS

Typical key elements that define a mulit-agent robot sys-
tem (MARS) are the type of agent, the control architecture,
and the communication strategy [3]. Types of agents are
broadly categorized into homogeneous and heterogeneous
while control architectures are categorized into decentralized,
centralized, and hybrid which is a mixture of both centralized
and decentralized control. Communication can either be
implicit where interactions are made via sensing, or explicit
where information is directly transferred between agents.
The SubT challenge largely relied on heterogeneous fleets
of robots using hybrid control architectures with explicit
communication. As such we will focus our review on these
types of systems.

A comprehensive survey on the state of MARS systems
from 2018 can be found in [3] where the authors make
recommendations for future work of which two are directly
addressed by the SubT challenge. First, the authors recom-
mend that suitable communication protocols and network
control systems need to be implemented to avoid time delays
during transmission of information among agents. A second
recommendation was that more work needs to be done at the
intersection of implicit and explicit control.

A. Approaches to Multi-Agent Coordination at the SubT
Challenge

Traditionally, single agent autonomous systems are con-
trolled using finite-state machines (FSMs) [4] which select
teams at the SubT challenge made use of [5], [6]. Team
Cerberus initially augmented FSMs to include transitions and
states based on inputs from other agents [7] for a form of
explicit coordination.

Another mission management solution comes in the form
of behavior trees which are a powerful way of modeling
tasks with clear explanations as to why each task is chosen
due to the tree like structure [8], [9]. For these reasons a
variety of teams used behavior trees to model their multi-
decision making pipelines [10], [7], [11], [7]. Examples of

shared data that could influence the robot’s behavior include
frontier points for further exploration [12], volumetric maps
[10], and reports of artifacts present in the environment.

Beyond decision making mechanisms these multi-agent
systems needed the ability to efficiently select and transmit
information inside of bandwidth constrained environments.
The majority of teams used the Robot Operating System
(ROS) as a backbone operating system for their autonomy
stacks which by default uses TCP networking for single
agent message passing. This approach does not scale well in
connectivity limited environments and teams either adapted
other message passing mechanisms [13], [14] or developed
their own [15]. These architectures directly address the
networking challenges identified in [3].

Because the challenge allowed for a single human in the
loop, many of these systems were able to perform different
behaviors based on input states given by the human. Team
CoSTAR developed a “copilot” system to aid their human
supervisor in controlling the full fleet of robots. This system
provided a graphical user interface, task scheduling and ten
operating modes for the system [16], [17]. Generally, teams
constructed a human supervisor interface and were able to
send waypoints to their robots or take limited remote control
when bandwidth allowed [7].

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Team MARBLE focused on an autonomy first paradigm
for mission operations in which we assumed communication
would be intermittent at best and therefore the system needed
to operate with as little human intervention as possible. In
the context of the DARPA challenge, the team of robots
was deployed into the final course for a total of 60 minutes.
During the course of the run, only a single human supervisor
was able to monitor the team of robots and issue high level
commands when communications were available. In this
section we provide a high level system overview of the key
components relevant to multi-agent coordination and refer
the reader to [18], [19] for a detailed description of the entire
system.

Platform Roles: Team Marble utilized two Boston Dy-
namics Spot quadruped robots and two Clearpath Husky
A200 wheeled robots with example configurations shown in



Fig. 3: Mission timeline for the 60 minute final prize run at the SubT challenge. HS represents the Human Supervisor and key mission interventions (stairs
and fog) are labelled.

Figure 1. The Spot platforms were used primarily for both
“looking” and “exploring” due to their high ground clearance
and ability to climb stairs. Meanwhile the Husky platforms
were equipped with similar exploration capabilities and they
also carried six communication beacons for building out a
communication infrastructure. Spot platforms were deployed
first in a “breadth” first fashion and were followed by the
Huskies which built out communication infrastructure and
subsequently provided a more in depth search of explored
areas.

Mapping and Planning: Volumetric maps were based
off on the Octomap [20] package with modifications to
support difference based map transmission [21] and semantic
labeling [15]. Specifically, semantic labels were added for
staircases and rough terrain which were used by the RRT
graph based planner. The sampling based planner [22] pri-
oritizes going to areas which provide new volumetric gain
for the map using a frontier based approach [12]. Notably,
the planner was tuned conservatively by adjusting the robot
radius for collision checks and the maximum step height the
robots would traverse in order to mitigate risk to the agent.
The planner also accepts pose graphs from other agents in
order to direct the current agent to areas which have not been
previously explored.

Communications: Robots used a deployed mesh network
to both communicate amongst themselves and to transmit
data back to the human supervisor. Key features of the
network included rapid reconnection times in dynamic envi-
ronments, and data prioritization and the full details can be
found in [15]. Transmitted data was controlled by the Multi-
Agent Data Collaboration for Autonomous Teams (MAD-
CAT) framework as described in [18]. MADCAT aggregates
goal points, artifact reports, and maps from all agents and
uses weighted time based deconflication to prioritize mes-
sages.

Mission Management: Individual agents take the transmit-
ted elements from MADCAT and use a series of weighted
mission management approach called Behaviors, Objectives
and Binary states for Coordination of Autonomous Tasks
(BOBCAT) [23] to make decisions. Decisions are made
based on the weights of different system monitors such
as the number of detected artifacts, or the time since the
last artifact was reported. The objective (explore, report an
artifact, go home, extend communications) with the highest
set of weights is selected and the corresponding behavior
is executed. The framework is also responsible for selecting
when to utilize the goals from the default exploration mode
of the planner or a human supervisor provided goal which
is transmitted via MADCAT. The system also enabled the
human to teleoperate a robot in high bandwidth situations
using an Xbox controller.

IV. RESULTS

We present the results from Team MARBLE’s competition
run at final event for the SubT. As seen in Figure 4 the final
event course was divided into three distinct sections: tunnel,
urban and cave. The figure depicts a simulated run of the
finals course inside of the DARPA SubT simulator [24] as
well as the actual explored area from the final run. We note,
that the simulated run did not have any human supervision
and the robots relied solely on the built in autonomy stack.
From this figure it is clear that the exploration capabilities
of the simulated run were similar to the real world inside of
the urban environment. However, in both the tunnel and the
cave sections of the course the real-world system explored
substantially more area than the simulated system.

Figure 3 contains a timeline illustrating where the system
operated with and without the input of the human agent.
All robot launches were conducted manually to ensure the
robots were fully functional before entering the course. For
the purpose of this discussion we will not consider the launch
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Fig. 4: Map of the course at the DARPA SubT final event divided into tunnel, urban and cave sections. A comparison of the explored area between a
simulated (S) run with no human intervention and Team MARBLE’s final event run (F) is shown.

sequence as an intervention which results in a total of 5
interventions across the 60 minute run. A summary of all
interventions can be found in Table I. The first intervention
occurred approximately 3 minutes into the run where the
human supervisor manually navigated one of the Spots (D02)
through a narrow cave shown in Figure 2c. The second major
intervention was at 22 minutes where the human supervisor
teleoperated the other Spot robot (D01) traverse through a
foggy area shown in Figure 2a. Both of these areas are
outlined in red on the full course map shown in Figure 4.

Interventions 3 and 5 both involved a robot planning to-
wards the course entrance (also the exit) and were a result of
a too small exclusion zone in the planning parameters. These
interventions did not significantly impact the overall explored
area. Intervention 4 was a manual attempt to guide the D02
down a staircase made by the human supervisor. The stair
detection capabilities of the system were limited to upwards
facing staircases as described in [15] which prevented the
robot from autonomously traversing these stairs.

Intervention Agent Duration Goal
1 D02 240s Enter narrow cave corridor
2 D01 598s Enter foggy tunnel area
3 H02 24s Avoid course exit
4 D02 200s Walk down stairs
5 H01 21s Avoid course exit

TABLE I: List of the five robot interventions executed by the human
supervisor during the final event prize round. All of the interventions except
for walking down the stairs were successful. Beyond these interventions the
robots were actively being managed by the onboard mission management
system (BOBCAT).

Figure 2d shows the volumetric gain of the aggregate map
from all robots with respect to the mission time. Comparing
the gains at approximately 11 and 25 to the timeline in Figure
3 we can see that the volumetric gain significantly increased

after the “narrow cave” and “fog” intervention.
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Fig. 5: Volumetric gain of all four robots (D01,D02,H01,H02) with respect
to time. The map size is shown in blue and the coverage percentage is shown
in black. The coverage percentage is defined by the fraction of points within
1m of a ground truth point.

V. DISCUSSION

Based on the key highlighted “fog” and “narrow cave”
areas of Figure 4 we can see that those interventions con-
tributed to a significant increase in the exploration area of
the system. In this section we explore the limitations in the
mission management system that prevented the robots from
making the decision to traverse these areas on their own.

Taking a closer look at the “narrow cave” we can see from
Figure 2c the robot did not extend its planning graph (shown
in green) into the area of the narrow cave. The reason for this



was a conservative value for the robot radius, which man-
dates the minimum distance threshold the robot needs to be
away from an object. This parameter was chosen before the
mission in order to minimize the risk of the platform falling
over. In contrast, the human was able to assess the risks
and potential benefits of the situation and make the decision
to manually send the robot through. To achieve a similar
level of performance a mission management system would
have needed to instruct the planner to temporarily reduce
the robot radius which would have enabled an automated
plan through the area. Despite a seemingly trivial planning
solution, making the initial decision is nearly impossible
given the information available to the BOBCAT system.

The human was able to make the decision due to the
context of the map. The fact that the “narrow cave” occurred
near the beginning of the corridor suggests that more area
exists behind it. Additionally, cave environments typically
have narrow passages that open into wider areas. Providing
this level of semantic information would have assisted in
making this decision autonomously. An existing body of
research provides the mechanisms to build these types of rich
semantic maps [25]. However, more fundamentally, behavior
trees, state machines, and weighted objective based mission
managers like BOBCAT do not have the mechanisms to
reason over rich semantic information. There are simply too
many combinations of scenarios dictated by information such
as topology and environment classification to predetermine
the possible actions a robot should take.

Similarly in the fog instance, semantic information could
have been used to adjust the planning parameters. Funda-
mentally, as seen from Figure 2b, the planner was able
to propagate its tree through the foggy area but did not
direct the robot into that area due to low volumetric gain.
Instead, the human supervisor manually drove the robot
through the area and as evident by the continued exploration
after this intervention the onboard mapping, state estima-
tion and navigational systems were robust to the limited
perceptual abilities inside of the fog. This intervention took
place approximately 22 minutes into the mission at a point
where the map coverage had plateaued (Figure 5. At this
point, D01 had limited additional areas to explore without
going through the fog and as such the human supervisor
determined it was worthwhile to risk the stability of the
onboard perception system. Clearly, the risk payed off here
but even if it hadn’t, the other agents of the system would
have continued exploring and the loss of a single agent would
not have been mission ending. To enable traversal through
fog a mission management system would have been required
here to override the initial volumetric gain parameters of the
planner. Making this decision entails understanding the risks
fog poses to the perception suite as well as understanding
that within the context of the rest of the mission and the
other agents, there was no better task for D01.

In both of these instances, nothing in the core autonomy
stack of the robot (planning and localization) prevented the
robot from having the theoretical capability of traversing
these areas on its own. However, the performance of the

planner is artificially limited by tunable parameters such as
volumetric gain, and the robot radius. These parameters were
chosen prior to the run to minimize risk and “overriding”
them was left up to the human supervisor. In order to remove
the dependency on human input multi-agent frameworks such
as BOBCAT need to be able to evaluate risk based on
semantic information and the context of the mission.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
DIRECTIONS

We have shown that that within the context of search
and rescue in unknown environments, human supervision is
still critical for mission success. Additionally, we highlight
the need for better risk based mission management systems
that are able to both account for the context of the mission
and semantic information. The sheer number of potential
scenarios suggests traditional hand engineered mission man-
agement systems are insufficient. A possible way of address-
ing this challenge would be to leverage deep reinforcement
learning techniques (DRL) for exploration [26], [27]. More
recently DRL has been been shown to outperform traditional
exploration methods in cluttered environments within the
context of search and rescue [28]. While still largely limited
to simulation or environments that contain relatively simple
terrain challenges, these methods show incredible promise.
To overcome the limitations of current mission management
systems we need to explore innovative ways of leveraging
the efficient exploration learned by methods such as [28]
and combining them with more traditional planners that are
already tested in harsh complex environments.
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